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Daiva Petkevičienė 

Learning with ICT! 

(Lithuania, Akademija 2019) 

 

 My name is Daiva Petkevičienė. I live in Kaunas, Lithuania. 

I finished Šiauliai university and took Master‘s degree in education 

in 2012. I have been working as a teacher for 27 years so far. Now 

I am working in Kaunas region Akademija Ugnė Karvelis 

gymnasium.  

 I am teaching 27 schoolchildren in the 4th grade. They are 10-

11 years of age. Pupils like Mathematics lessons. The bigger part of the classroom learns to 

solve various mathematical tasks, but there are 12 students of lower motivation and learning 

abilities. One pupil faces difficulties in memorizing numbers in a visual way. 

 Not only lower learning motivation, but also problems of spacial and logical 

(constructional) thinking become obstacles for reaching better results in Mathematics. These 

schoolchildren find difficulty in realizing the provided material – application of audial and 

visual teaching methods does not work, therefore I apply methodologies of kinesthetic 

teaching too. 

 During Maths lessons me and my class often face problems while solving geometry 

and situational tasks. Searching for means that are more efficient for pupils I found a web-

based Maths practicing program “10 monkeys” (https://www.10monkeys.com/lt/), thanks to 

which problems lessened.  Students enjoyed learning in this ICT environment. They wanted 

to spend more time improving their calculating and application skills. 

 

https://www.10monkeys.com/lt/
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 In order to improve schoolchildren’s learning quality as well as their achievements in 

Maths I changed teaching and learning methods, means and tools. Pupils had to accomplish 

more tasks practicing the interactive program individually, in pairs (students of higher 

achievements helped the ones with lower learning abilities) and in groups. This methodology 

gave better results working at least 3 hours a week.  

 

 During Maths lessons, I used individual teaching methods taking into account pupils' 

abilities (by differentiating amounts and content of the tasks). Other students worked 

coherently – by solving easier tasks and passing to the ones that are more complicated. 

 Pupils reached the best results by working either personally or with my help. Students 

had the unlimited number of attempts to search for correct ways of solving tasks with the help 

of interactive program (e.g., in case of a failure to draw a geometrical figure the pupil could 

“rub” it quickly and draw anew). The opportunity of passing from an easier level to more 

complicated one also motivated schoolchildren, and the used interactive tools helped me to 

save time in preparation for lessons. In a month or two pupils could solve more and more 

complicated tasks. Also, they needed less and less assistance of mine. All pupils reached a 

success and the learning motivation grew while playing. 
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 The positive change towards the progress of every student was individual. Some 

students needed up to three times to feel success, whereas help of the teacher and classmates 

was necessary for some schoolchildren even after two months. Despite the encountered 

difficulties after completing the task cycle all students improved their calculating abilities and 

skills. 

 For lessons of mathematics and world cognition I also use Google Earth 

(https://www.google.com/earth/) and Google Maps (https://www.google.com/maps). These 

programs make it easier for students to realize space, cause – effect relationships and other 

phenomena. 

 Being innovative and testing information communication tools with your pupils may 

seem a challenging and time-consuming task, but the progress made by students in using 

modern technologies and digital tools is a rewarding investment of your time and work. I 

suggest colleagues to be more courageous and integrate ICT more often in mathematics and 

natural science lessons. 
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Questions for reflection: 

1. Would interactive programs help your students improve calculating skills? 

2. Would more frequent tasks in virtual environments improve pupils’ achievements? 

3. Would this method encourage greater involvement of low-skilled pupils in lesson activities? 

https://www.google.com/earth/
https://www.google.com/maps

